Conec2 Single-gang, Angled, Surface-mount Plastic Pattress for use with any standard UK single-gang faceplates, as well as Conec2 range of Modular AV Faceplates.

The CLB-2770 is a Single-gang, Angled, Surface-mount Plastic Pattress for use with Conec2 range of Modular AV Faceplates and all standard single-gang faceplates (such as electrical sockets or light switches).

Manufactured in high density ABS plastic and featuring cable access knockouts.

This single-gang angled backbox is designed for desktop mounting against the back wall, positioning Conec2 modular faceplates (or any standard UK faceplates) at a 45° angle for ease of access.

Ideal for desktop, classroom, work bench environments, this angled back box will fit most electrical, AV and connectivity faceplates and modular systems.